Rule 1
With what words we describe the Creator, it mirrors how we see
ourselves. If you say God, if you think of a being to be feared and
ashamed of, then you are mostly in fear and shame. No, if you
understand love, compassion and compassion first of all when you say
God, then you also have a lot of these qualities.

Rule 2
It is a matter of heart, not wisdom, to advance on the right path. Let
your guide always be your heart, not your head on your shoulder. Not
one of those who know their soul, not those who erase!

Rule 3
The Quran can be read at four levels. The first level is the apparent
meaning. The next is the meaning. It is the abdomen of the third
abdomen. The fourth level is so deep that words are incapable of
describing.

Rule 4
You can find the attributes of Allah in every particle of the universe,
because He is everywhere, not in the mosque, in the mosque, in the
church, in the synagogue. Just as there is no living person who sees
God and lives, there is no one who sees him and dies. Whoever finds
Him will stay with Him forever.

Rule 5
The chemistry of the mind and the chemistry of love are different.
Mind is cautious. The fear takes its steps. He admonishes himself, don't
you? But is it love? All he said is: Let yourself go, chase; the mind is
not easily destroyed. Love, on the other hand, wears itself out and falls
into ruin. However, treasures and treasures are among the ruins.
Whatever is in a ruined heart!

Rule 6
Most of the conflicts, prejudices and animosities in this world stem
from language. You're you, the more fitting words. Language loses its
grip on love. The lover becomes dumb.

Rule 7
In this life, you cannot discover the truth by staying alone in seclusion,
only by hearing the echo of your own voice. You can only see yourself
fully in another person's mirror.

Rule 8
No matter what happens to you, do not be pessimistic. Even if all the
doors are closed, eventually He opens a secret path for you that no
one knows about. Although you cannot see it now, there are many
gardens of paradise behind narrow passages. Thank you! It is easy to
praise when you get what you want. Sufi is the one who can be
thankful when his wish is not fulfilled.

Rule 9
Being patient means being forward-thinking, not just standing and
waiting. What is patience? It means looking at the thorn and looking
at the rose, looking at the night and imagining the day. The lovers of
Allah suck and digest patience sweetly like rosemary. And they know
that it takes time for the moon in the sky to move from the crescent to
the full moon.

Rule 10
Whichever direction you go, east, west, north or south - think of every
journey you take as a journey into you! He who travels into himself
eventually wanders the supply.

Rule 11
The midwife knows that there is no birth without the pain, no baby is
born from the womb. In order for a brand new and fresh from you to
appear, you must be ready for the difficulties and pains.

Rule 12
Love is one time. Every passenger on this voyage changes from head
to toe, whether they want to or not. There is no one who gets into these
roads and does not change.

Rule 13
There are more false pilgrims, hodjas, sheiks, sikhs in this world than
there are stars in the sky. The true master directs you to look within
yourself and to transcend your soul and discover the beauty in
yourself. Not to hold and admire him.

Rule 14
Surrender instead of resisting the changes brought before by God. Let
life flow with you, not despite you. My order is disrupted, so do not
worry about my life upside revenue. How do you know that is better
than gold over life?

Rule 15
Allah is busy at all times to fulfill us, inside and outside. Each one of
us is an incomplete work of art. Every incident we live in is designed
to make up for every bad thing we overcome. The Lord deals with our
shortcomings separately because the work called humanity aims at
perfection.

Rule 16
God is perfect, it is easy to love him. The hard thing is to love mortal
people with their mistakes and their merits. Remember that one can
only recognize something to the extent that he likes it. That is to say,
without really embracing the other, without loving what was created
due to the Creator, you can know how well, how well you can love.

Rule 17
Major pollution happens inside, not outside, not in guise, but in heart.
No matter how bad every stain outside of it looks, it is cleaned when
washed and purified with water. The only filth that cannot be
removed by washing is the envy and malice that have attached fat in
the hearts.
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